Scott's Raglans for Winter Weather

The well dressed man meets every change of weather with clothes that not only protect him from the elements, but are especially tailored for him. And the selection of winter coat gives such dauntless protection and faultless appearance as one of Scott's single or double breasted Raglans.

These coats are truly called "comfortably stylish" — with a comfort that the use of only the best of English and Scotch woolens and style that is typical of all clothes cut and tailored in our own workshops.

$65 to $95

Ready to line

Scott's Company

236 to 246 Washington Street, Boston

---

CHEM DEPARTMENT WILL GIVE PRIZE FOR MODEL

Competition Open to Organic Chemistry Students

The awarding of prizes for the best constructed models of carbon molecules is contemplated by Professor F. J. Moore in order to stimulate more interest and eventually more students in the subject of Organic Chemistry. Professor Moore is planning to reward the most perfect models with something more material than a good mark. The prizes will probably consist of books on organic chemistry.

Dr. Thomas E. Hunt has now some models of carbon molecules that he plans to construct over the coming semester. They do not have to be made from any defaults materials or be of a given design. Each model, glass, and wire are some of the best materials for this purpose according to Professor Moore. One mass has made some very good models out of bicycle spokes alone.

The competition is open only to the one taking organic chemistry, THI, with the donor, next term. He believes that a proper understanding of the actual structure of molecules is difficult to obtain from the descriptions and pictures presented in text books. A much deeper idea can be had from a figure occurring more than one class. Men not directly connected with the course will be asked to serve as judges.
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